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Abstract—We present a way of building ontologies that proceeds in a bottom-up fashion, defining concepts as clusters of concrete

XML objects. Our rough bottom-up ontologies are based on simple relations like association and inheritance, as well as on value

restrictions, and can be used to enrich and update existing upper ontologies. Then, we show how automatically generated assertions

based on our bottom-up ontologies can be associated with a flexible degree of trust by nonintrusively collecting user feedback in the

form of implicit and explicit votes. Dynamic trust-based views on assertions automatically filter out imprecisions and substantially

improve metadata quality in the long run.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN the scenario of knowledge-based organizations, virtual
communities are emerging as a new organizational form

supporting knowledge sharing, diffusion, and application
processes. Such communities do not operate in a vacuum;
rather, they have to coexist with a huge amount of digital
information, such as text or semistructured documents in
the form of Web pages, reports, papers, and e-mails.
Heterogeneous information sources often contain valuable
information that can increase community members shared
knowledge, acting as high-bandwidth information ex-
change channels.1 Experience has shown that exchanging
knowledge extracted from heterogeneous sources can
improve community-wide understanding of a domain
and, hence, facilitate cooperative building and maintenance
of shared domain models such as domain ontologies [2]. On
today’s global information infrastructure, manual knowl-
edge extraction is often not an option due to the sheer size
and the high rate of change of available information. In this
paper, we describe a bottom-up method for ontology
extraction and maintenance aimed at seamlessly comple-
menting current ontology design practice, where, as a rule,
ontologies are designed top-down. Also, we show how
metadata based on our bottom-up ontologies can be
associated with a flexible degree of trust by nonintrusively
collecting user feedback. Dynamic trust is then used to filter
out unreliable metadata, improving the overall value of
extracted knowledge. The paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 gives an overview of related research, while

Section 3 outlines our application of fuzzy techniques to
efficient structure-based encoding and clustering of XML
data. Section 3.4 describes how content-based clustering can
be coupled with structure-based techniques to produce a
finer-grained classification. Section 4 contains a worked-out
example of XML clustering, while Section 5 describes how
clusters can be used as a basis for generating ontology
metadata suitable for enriching and updating an existing
ontology. Section 6 illustrates how our automatically
generated metadata can be given a trustworthiness value
by collecting explicit and implicit user votes. Trustworthi-
ness supports computing custom views on assertions,
reflecting the views of the user community and improving
the overall quality of metadata. Finally, Section 7 draws the
conclusion.

2 RELATED WORK

Traditionally, the approach to community-oriented ontology
building has been a collaborative one aimed at valorizing the
contribution of each community member in the knowledge
creation activity. Metadata extraction and merging is carried
out manually by individual users as a part of their everyday
activities, possibly taking sample data items into account. A
well-known example is Ontolingua Server [3], a Web space
where members of a community of ontology developers can
access ontologies, browse them, edit them, and propose
modifications. This process enables an interdisciplinary
vision as each member of the community contributes to
the ontology with her own background. More importantly,
cooperatively built ontologies can quickly incorporate new
“operative knowledge” derived from job experience into
existing domain models. However, some drawbacks do
exist. Cooperatively building and maintaining an ontology
takes a substantial amount of time, even in the presence of a
careful process management. For this reason, recent research
turned once again to automatic and semiautomatic (as
opposed to cooperative) metadata construction and main-
tenance. Automatic techniques for building and integrating
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1. For instance, manual inspection of thousands of posts at
comp.security.firewalls newsgroup showed their potential of
creating and maintaining shared competence [1].
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metadata have been studied for many years by the database
community, especially in the area of federated databases and
object-oriented systems, where extracting and merging
inheritance hierarchies [4] is a time-honored problem. More
recently, several techniques specifically aimed at learning
ontologies from text corpora or database repositories were
proposed [5]. Well-known research approaches to ontology
learning [6] include:

. Pattern-based extraction: Concepts and relations are
detected when corresponding word patterns are
recognized [7], [8].

. Conceptual clustering: Concepts are grouped accord-
ing to a semantic distance [9] between each other to
make up hierarchies. Semantic distances for Web
data are described in [10].

. Association rules mining: The frequency of an associa-
tion of terms is computed in the information base. If
the frequency of the association is close to the
occurrence of individual terms, the association is
transformed in an ontological relation. This techni-
que was first introduced for text documents [11] and
later generalized to data objects [12].

. Ontology extraction and merging: Ontologies extracted
from heterogeneous data sources are concsolidated
and merged [13].

In this paper, we shall focus on quick-and-dirty ontology
extraction and merging with existing ontologies. Several
graph-theoretical approaches exist to ontology merging,
most of them relying on suitable graph algebras. The Onion
system [14] was born as an attempt to reconcile ontologies
underlying different biological information systems. It
heuristically identifies semantic correspondences between
ontologies and then uses a graph algebra based on these
correspondences for ontology composition. However, Onion
is aimed at merging fully fledged, competing ontologies
rather than at enriching and developing an initial ontology
based on emerging domain knowledge. The FCAMERGE
technique [15] is much closer to ours, inasmuch it follows a
bottom-up approach, extracting instances from a given set of
domain-specific text documents by applying natural lan-
guage processing techniques. Based on the extracted
instances, classical mathematical techniques like Formal
Concept Analysis (FCA) are then applied to derive a lattice
of concepts [16] to be later manually transformed into an
ontology.

The extraction of ontology classes from data items such
as documents is a crucial step of all bottom-up procedures.
It bypasses a typical problem of top-down ontology design,
where, often at design time, there are no real objects which
can be used as a basis for identifying and defining concepts.
Historically, automatic knowledge extraction from text
documents started by indexing documents via vectors of
(normalized) keyword occurrences. This encoding gives rise
to a vector space where every document is seen as a vector in
the term space (i.e., the set of document words). Documents
are then clustered into (approximations of) concepts by
means of a suitable distance function computed on vectors,
e.g., Euclidean or scalar-product-based ones. Traditional
approaches to content-based clustering [17] can be classified
as follows:

. Hierarchical Algorithms, creating a tree of node
subsets by successively subdividing or merging the
graph’s nodes. Typical examples are k-Nearest-
Neighbor (k-NN), linkage, or Ward methods.

. Iterative Algorithms. The simplest and most wide-
spread algorithm is k-Means, resembling a self-
organizing Kohonen network whose neighborhood
function is set to size 1.

. Metasearch Algorithms, treating clustering as an
optimization problem where a given goal is to be
minimized or maximized (genetic algorithms, simu-
lated annealing, two-phase greedy strategy, etc.).

k-Nearest-Neighbor [18], [19] is one of the most used
techniques for text categorization. It is a supervised
classification method: Given a set of labeled prototypes
(i.e., categories) and a test document, the k-NN method
finds its k nearest neighbors among the training documents.
The categories of the k neighbors are used to select the
nearest category for the test document: Each category gets
the sum of votes of all the neighbors belonging to it and the
one with the highest score is chosen. Other strategies
calculate these scores taking into account the distances
between the k neighbors and the test document or,
alternatively, using a similarity measure like the scalar
product. On the other hand, the k-Means [18] algorithm is
an unsupervised technique often used in document
clustering applications. Hierarchical clustering algorithms
(including k-Nearest-Neighbor) are generally considered
better, although slower, than k-Means [20], [21]. For this
reason, hybrid approaches involving both k-Means and
hierarchical methods have been proposed. Research work
on Web document analysis [18] has shown that applying
text-based classification algorithms to Web data involves
three major problems. First, text-oriented techniques re-
quire a high number of documents (typically, many
thousand) to work properly. Second, they hardly take into
account document structure and are therefore unsuitable
for semistructured document formats used on the Web,
such as HTML or the eXtensible Markup Language (XML).
Third, the final step of identifying document clusters with
concepts often gives raw results that contrast with human
intuition. The conceptualization step can be significantly
improved only through the effort of a domain expert, which
introduces a delay not compatible with community-style
Web interaction. Some research approaches tried to address
these problems by defining ad hoc feature spaces for
heterogeneous resources classification, independently of
any specific data model. Focusing on feature taxonomies,
Gupta et al. [22] recently proposed a bottom-up learning
procedure called TAXIND for learning taxonomies;
TAXIND operates on a matrix of asymmetric similarity
values. Fuhr and Weikum’s CLASSIX project [23] used a
feature-based technique for constructing personal or do-
main-specific ontologies guiding users and XML search
engines in refining queries. An important contribution
toward bridging the gap between conventional text-retrie-
val and structure-aware techniques was given by Bordogna
and Pasi [24], whose work, however, does not specifically
address Web and XML data. “Pure” structure-based
techniques were initially proposed by one of us as the
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basis for approximate XML queries [25]; more recently, they
were applied by Carchiolo et al. to semantic partitioning of
individual Web documents. The schema extraction algo-
rithm described by [26] groups the contents of a single Web
page into collections which represent logical partitions of
the Web page. Carchiolo et al.’s technique takes into
account subtree similarity and primary tags in the XML
tree for identifying these collections, using the relative and
absolute depth of primary tags from the root of the tree for
calculating the similarity between them. However, these
techniques are aimed at partitioning single Web pages
rather than at large-scale resource classification. Also, they
do not address clustering inside each partition. In this
paper, we develop our previous work on structure mining
and knowledge extraction [27], [28] to present a way of
building the specification of a shared conceptualization [29]
defining concepts as clusters of concrete objects. A major
aspect of our approach [30] is trust-based enhancement of
the extracted classifications. Most current approaches use a
different technique; namely, they try to adapt ontology
merge algorithms to support alignment as well. For
instance, the seminal PROMPT system [31] used an
incremental merge algorithm to detect inconsistencies in
the state of the ontology due to user updates and suggested
ways to remedy these inconsistencies. In principle, a
PROMPT-style approach could be adopted in conjunction
with ours; however, PROMPT admittedly requires sub-
stantial user intervention and, therefore, it is not likely to
scale well. We follow a different line of research, consider-
ing that metadata can be generated by different sources
other than automatic extraction (the data owner, other
users) and may or may not be digitally signed. As a
consequence, they have nonuniform trustworthiness [32]. In
order to take full advantage of automatically extracted
metadata, it is therefore fundamental that their trustworthi-
ness be continuously checked, e.g., based on the reported
view of the user community. Trustworthiness assessment is
even more important when the original source of metadata
is an automatic metadata generator whose error rate,
though hopefully low, is in general not negligible. Tradi-
tionally [33], [34] research approaches distinguish between
two main types of trust management systems, namely,
Centralized Reputation Systems and Distributed Reputation
Systems.2 In centralized reputation systems, trust informa-
tion is collected from members in the community in the
form of ratings on resources. The central authority collects
all the ratings and derives a score for each resource. In a
distributed reputation system, there is no central location
for submitting ratings and obtaining resources’ reputation
scores; instead, there are distributed stores where ratings
can be submitted. In a “pure” peer-to-peer setting, each
peer has its own repository of trust values. In both cases,
initial trust values can be modified based on users’
navigation activity. Information on user behavior can be
captured and transformed in a metadata layer expressing
the trust degree related to the single assertion.

3 A BOTTOM-UP FUZZY KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION

ENGINE

The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [36] is today the most
widespread format for exchanging and representing data-
in-transit. While not all available information items can be
expected to be in XML format, we extensively rely on
software wrappers [37], a well-understood technique for
mapping foreign data-types to the XML data model.
Therefore, without loss of generality, here we assume data
items to be represented by XML instances. We use a
simplified, abstract representation of the XML Infoset data
model [38] as a multilabeled, multisorted directed graph, where,
for the sake of simplicity, only two types of nodes (element
and attributes) are considered. Labels correspond to
element and attribute names. This simplified Infoset can
be easily extended to coincide with the standard one simply
by increasing the number of sorts and adding some
additional constraints [38]. Also, in our representation of
the XML Infoset, the subgraph representing (element and
attribute) containment is always a tree (Fig. 1), where leaf
nodes represent content and values, while nonleaf nodes
correspond to tags.3 Similarity between XML documents
has been defined in many different ways, taking into
consideration only documents’ structure, their content, or
both [39]. In this paper, we shall adopt a structure-based
approach [38] based on a fuzzy representation of XML
documents’ structure. Our encoding allows us to compute
similarity values between XML document structures and
use them to create classes representing the domain of
competence. Depending on the specific domain, our
structure-based clustering will be carried out in a coordi-
nated fashion with a content-based clustering, both based
on an hybrid k-Means and NN-family algorithm. For
instance, content-based clustering can be applied within
each structure-based similarity class (Fig. 2).

3.1 The ClassBuilder

Our approach to the architecture illustrated in Fig. 2 is a
suite of software tools aimed at domain analysis experts
and end users alike. In particular, our ClassBuilder cluster-
ing tool uses fuzzy techniques in order to compare items in
an incoming XML data flow, clustering them in a
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2. There is a clear distinction between trust and reputation. In general, the
trust T of a source can be computed based on its reputation R, that is,
T ¼ �ðR; tÞ, where t is the time elapsed since when the reputation was last
modified [35].

3. Note that our XML data items are well-behaved: Only the frontier of
the tree contains data. While nonleaf XML nodes can, in principle, hold
content, this behavior is now deprecated for all Infoset-based data
representation [36].

Fig. 1. The tree representation of an XML fragment.
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semiautomatic way. As we shall see, our ClassBuilder can

be coupled with an auxiliary layer, called OntoExtractor, in

order to build/update ontologies using Semantic-Web-style

metadata formats. In the next sections, we will illustrate the

ideas and the algorithms behind our tools.

3.2 Fuzzy Representation of XML Data

The first step of our metadata extraction process is encoding

XML documents (i.e., instances of our simplified Infoset) as

fuzzy multisets, i.e., fuzzy bags. A bag is simply a collection

of elements which may contain duplicates. As we shall see,

bags provide a good flat encoding for XML documents since

they can express the fact that the same tag can be repeated

at different levels and/or with different cardinalities at the

same level. Set-based flat encodings for XML documents

were first proposed in our previous work on approximate

XML querying [25] as a way of avoiding carrying out

computations on XML trees since tree matching problems

have computational complexities ranging from polynomial

to NP-complete [40]. Intuition tells us that adopting a model

based on bags rather than sets will make our technique

more sensitive to differences in cardinality between tags of

the same name. Again, intuitively, the similarity between

bags will decrease when differences in elements’ cardinal-

ities increase, but the amount of this decrease may

selectively depend on the specific tags involved, fine-tuning

similarity values. Our encoding of an XML tree as a fuzzy

bag is computed as follows: Supposing that every tag xi has

an associated membership degree �ðxiÞ, initially equal to 1

(�ðxiÞ ¼ 1), we divide every membership degree by its

nesting level L (where Lroot ¼ 1), obtaining a “lossy”

representation of the XML tree that only takes into

consideration the original nesting level of tags.4 Our flat

encoding is also sensitive to structural differences between

XML documents containing the same group of tags in

different positions. Applying our encoding to the tree

representation of the XML document A.xml (Fig. 1), we

obtain the fuzzy bag:

A ¼f1=R; 0:5=a; 0:5=c; 0:5=d; 0:33=a;

0:33=a; 0:33=b; 0:33=c; 0:33=eg:

We use the following representation to indicate the

presence of content information connected to leaf nodes:

A ¼f1=R; 0:5=a; 0:5=c½data�; 0:5=d; h0:33; 0:33i=a½data�;
0:33=b½data�; 0:33=c½data�; 0:33=e½data�g:

3.3 Structure-Based Document Classification

A major feature of our flat encoding technique is that,

unlike XML trees, fuzzy bags lend themselves to fast and

efficient clustering. When comparing fuzzy bags represent-

ing XML documents several measures of object similarity

can be used [41], some of them aimed at specific domains

[42]. Choosing the “right” similarity usually depends on

domain and even data-set-dependent criteria.5 Also,

applying the extension principle, it is possible to extend

to fuzzy bags most object comparison measures originally

defined for fuzzy sets [44]. When performing this exten-

sion, it is important to note that, while the (single)

occurrence of an element x in a fuzzy set has a fuzzy

membership value 0 < � � 1, the (possibly multiple)

occurrences of an element x in a fuzzy bag A [45]

constitute a fuzzy set whose fuzzy cardinality is not a

single value, but a fuzzy number of occurrences denoted

�AðxÞ [46]. The cardinality jÂj of an ordinary fuzzy set A

is defined by

8n 2 IN; �jÂjðnÞ ¼ supf� : jA�j � ng:

By the extension principle, the cardinality of a bag is the
arithmetic sum of the occurrences of its elements, including
those which appear multiple times. The cardinality of a
fuzzy bag A is defined as follows:

jÂj ¼
X
x2X

�AðxÞ:

For example, for elements a and b in the bag
A ¼ fh1; 0:1; 0:1i=a; h0:5i=bg, we get:

�AðaÞ ¼ f1=0; 1=1; 0:1=2; 0:1=3g;
�AðbÞ ¼ f1=0; 0:5=1g;
jÂj ¼ �AðaÞ þ �AðbÞ
¼ f1=0; 1=1; 0:5=2; 0:1=3; 0:1=4g:

As far as structural similarity is concerned, we need one
that is monotonic with respect to element addition and
removal [41], such as the Jaccard norm:

SðA;BÞ ¼ jA \BjjA [Bj :

Bags are clustered using S as a similarity by means of a

hybrid k-Means and NN clustering algorithm. Specifically,

our ClassBuilder uses a tunable � threshold for the

clustering process, in order to avoid suggesting an initial

number of clusters (k). This way, some well-known

problems of the k-Means algorithm are entirely avoided.

Our clustering algorithm compares all items with the

centroid of each cluster, considering only the top similarity

value. If this value is bigger than �, the data item is inserted

in the cluster; otherwise, a new empty cluster is generated
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4. The content of leaf tags is contextually saved independently from the
fuzzy bag representation.

5. A data-dependent technique for choosing between nonsymmetrical or
symmetrical similarities can be found in [43].

Fig. 2. Clustering an heterogeneous data flow based on structure and

content information.
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and the item is inserted into it. ClassBuilder offers two

different ways to calculate the centroid of each cluster, called

clusterhead. The former method chooses the items repre-

sented by the smallest fuzzy bag so that a cluster centroid

always corresponds to a real data item. The latter generates

a new fuzzy bag as the union of all fuzzy bags in the cluster.

This way, a clusterhead does not necessarily coincide with a

real data item since each tag is taken with the cardinality

and membership degree it has in the bag where it appears

with the highest cardinality. Fig. 3 shows the XML trees

corresponding to the following encodings:

A ¼ f1=R; 0:5=a; 0:5=bg;
B ¼ f1=R; 0:5=a; 0:5=b; 0:5=cg;
C ¼ f1=R; 0:5=a; 0:5=b; 0:3=c; 0:3=cg;
D ¼ f1=R; 0:5=a; 0:5=b; 0:3=c; 0:3=cg;
E ¼ f1=R; 0:5=a; 0:5=b; 0:3=cg:

The clusterhead is:6

CH ¼ f1=R; 0; 5=a; 0:5=b; 0:5=c; 0:3=cg:

3.4 Content-Based Document Classification

While traditional content-based clustering operates on
document-centric data, our content-based clustering tech-
nique must work on a collection of semistructured tagged
documents. So, we start by computing content-based
similarity at the tag level, comparing contents of the same
tag in two different documents. Content-based similarity at
the document level can then be obtained by aggregating tag-
level similarity values. Since XML documents are encoded
as fuzzy bags, our comparison works on content data
attached to bag elements, whose original nesting level (in
the XML tree structure) is encoded by the membership
degree. Fig. 4 shows the tree representations of two
structurally identical fuzzy sets A and B. Since we are
evaluating content similarity, we limit our interest to
subsets containing leaf nodes only (i.e., nodes where
content information can be found). With fx½data�gD, we
designate content data delimited by tag x in document D. In
order to evaluate content similarity, we combine two
different functions. The first one is a tag-level similarity f
comparing data belonging to tags with the same name in
different documents:

fxðfx½data�gD1
; fx½data�gD2

Þ:

Referring to Fig. 4, we compute:

faðfa½data�gA; fa½data�gBÞ;
fbðfb½data�gA; fb½data�gBÞ;
fcðfc½data�gA; fc½data�gBÞ:

Since terms may have different informative value de-
pending on the tag they belong to, we also take into
account the membership value �ðxiÞ associated to the
ith tag. When dealing with text data, we represent the
content of each tag by the well-known Vector Space Model
(VSM), which represents natural language documents as
vectors in a multidimensional space: Every document d is
considered to be a vector dd in the term space (set of
document words). Each document is represented by the
(TF) vector dft ¼ ðft1 ; ft2 ; . . . ; ftnÞ, where fti is the fre-
quency of the ith term in the document. Then, we can
use a standard cosine distance—expressed by the equation
cosðdd1; dd2Þ ¼ ðdd1 � dd2Þ=kdd1k � kdd2k, where � denotes the
scalar product and kddk is the Euclidean Length. However,
text comparison hardly captures the real similarity
between typed values such as dates and numerical types.
Our XML content can belong to one of the basic XML
Schema data-types (URLs, numbers, dates, etc.) or be a
text blob. In the first case, it is useful to apply type-driven
matching, i.e., compute data similarity by taking into
account their estimated XML Schema type T. When type
information is available, we use ad hoc measures for
computing similarity between basic datatypes, as illu-
strated in Example 1. ClassBuilder supports a number of
string distances [47] like the Levenshtein (or edit) distance
L, defined for two strings s and r of arbitrary length as
the minimum number of character inserts, deletes, and
changes needed to convert r into s.7

The second function F aggregates the individual fx
values, F ðfa; fb; fcÞ and expresses the overall similarity
between two XML documents. Using F as a comparison
measure, we can perform content-based clustering using
the same algorithm used for structural clustering in
Section 3.3. When choosing F , we need to take into
consideration the tags’ different semantic relevance. At
one extreme, there is the situation in which all tag-level
similarity values contribute to the overall similarity via a
conjunction of their individual values. Here, F will belong
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Fig. 3. Representation of XML documents in a cluster.

Fig. 4. Aggregation between data belonging to the same tag in different

documents.

6. After this clustering process, if new documents join the same data
flow, in order to cluster them, it is sufficient to compare their distance with
respect to final centroids obtained previously and insert them in the cluster
represented by its closest centroid. This is the behavior of NN-family
algorithms.

7. For string and URI/date distances, more details are given in [47]
and [48].
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to the t-norm [49], [50] class of operators. At the other
extreme lies the situation in which the overall result
considers exactly one of the individual similarity values,
operating a disjunction via a t-conorm. The aggregation
depicted in Fig. 4 represents the simplest possible situation,
when two documents have exactly the same tags (with no
duplicates) and the same membership degrees (the same
positions). In order to deal with the general case, we need to
answer two additional questions not addressed by classical
techniques of information clustering and retrieval (see
Fig. 5). Namely, 1) what happens when a tag is present in
one of the documents being compared and not in the other
and 2) what are the “right” tag-pairs to be compared?8

When a tag appears in a document (with single or multiple
cardinality) and not in the other, we simply consider tag-
level similarity to be zero. Referring to Fig. 5:

fbðnull; b½data�BÞ ¼ 0:

Question 2 is a bit more tricky, because tag x may appear
at different nesting levels in the two documents. In this case,
we consider the maximum value resulting from the
comparison of all pairs of content data connected to it within
the two documents under comparison. Namely, we get:

fx ¼ max
p;k

1

1þ�p;k
fxp;kðfxp½data�gD1

; fxk½data�gD2
Þ;

where p ranges over the occurrences of tag x in D1 while k
ranges over the occurrences of x in D2 in any suitable order.
� represents the difference between the tag’s occurrences
membership degrees, that is, � ¼ j�ðxpÞ � �ðxkÞj. In this
way, in the case of multiple tags with the same name at the
same level, we take into consideration the maximum value
of f resulting from all comparisons, while, when the same
tag is repeated multiple times in the two documents but at
different levels, we weight f by the difference between
membership values. In other words, we take into account
the intuitive fact that two identical data items located at
different nesting levels are less likely to have the same
meaning.

Example 1. For the sake of simplicity, in this example, we
assume data connected to leaf tags to be of string type,
and we use the N-gram distance N [51], that compares the
N-grams from the first word with the N-grams for the

second word. An N-gram is a vector representation

including all of the N-letter combinations in a string. The

N-grams comparison function generates the set of all

substrings of length n for each string. Referring to Fig. 5,

supposing

a1½data�A ¼ |||||; a2½data�A ¼ ||}||;
c1½data�A ¼ ~~€€€; a1½data�B ¼ ||}}|;
b1½data�B ¼ }}}}}; c1½data�B ¼ ~~~€€;

and using 3-grams, we obtain:

fa1;1
ðfa1½data�gA; fa1½data�gBÞ ¼ Nð|||||;||}}|Þ

¼ 0:44;

fa2;1
ðfa2½data�gA; fa1½data�gBÞ ¼ Nð||}||;||}}|Þ

¼ 0:85;

fbnull;1ðnull; fc1½data�gBÞ ¼ 0;

fc1;1
ðfc1½data�gA; fc1½data�gBÞ ¼ Nð~~€€€;~~~€€Þ

¼ 0:89:

It follows that

fa ¼ max 0:44;
1

1þ j0:33� 0:5j � 0:85

� �
¼ maxð0:44; 0:73Þ

¼ 0:73; fb ¼ 0 and fc ¼ 0:89:

In order to obtain the final similarity value between
documents, we apply the aggregator F to the individual
fs. Using the arithmetic average, we get:9

F ðfa; fb; fcÞ ¼
0:73þ 0þ 0:89

3
¼ 0:54:

4 METADATA EXTRACTION: A WORKED-OUT

EXAMPLE

In this section, we apply our technique to a set of

documents taken from a real application about restaurants.

As we have seen, our clustering method consists of two

independent phases: a structural and a content-based one.

While there is no preset order for executing them, in this

example, content analysis follows the structural one.

4.1 Structure Analysis

We rely on the educated guess that categories of restaurants

may be identified based on the number and the type of

menus they propose (and, consequently, on their different

cardinality and/or structure). Let us examine the cluster-

heads obtained by the procedure explained in Section 3.3.10

The “typical” structure referring to a Fast Food is character-

ized by a “high” number of different Menus more or less

with the same structure. Fig. 6a shows the structure of this

clusterhead with our ClassBuilder’s layout. Much in the

same way, a Tourist Restaurant usually offers one or a
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Fig. 5. Computing similarity between documents featuring multiple tags

with the same name and in different positions.

8. Due to the semistructured nature of XML data, there may be multiple
tags with the same name within both documents at the same or at a
different nesting level.

9. It is important to underline that, had we used traditional text-based
encoding, we would have obtained a much lower similarity value, namely,
Nð||||| ~~€€€ ||}||; ||}}| }}}}} ~~~€€Þ ¼ 0:21.

10. Of course, the names for the clusterheads have been picked manually.
Our ClassBuilder does not attempt to give names to clusters automatically.
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couple of predefined Special Menus with the same structure,
{Starter, First course, Second course, Side, Dessert}, plus the
possibility of choosing among the dishes of a classic à la
carte Menu or a simple Pizza Menu (Fig. 6b). Finally, a Fine
Restaurant shares with a Tourist Restaurant the same
structure for the à la carte Menu, characterized by the
structure {Appetizers, Entrees, Steaks-and-Chops, Seafood,
Grilled-dishes, Sides-and-Sauces, Desserts}; it usually does not
contain predefined menus, except when we can recognize
in the {Appetizers, Entrees, Soups, Salads, Desserts} structure a
classical Vegetarian Menu (Fig. 6c).

4.2 Content Analysis

After the structural analysis phase, we run ClassBuilder
again to subdivide each structure cluster in terms of one or
more elements’ content. Depending on the type of the
chosen element(s), it is necessary to choose a suitable
distance. Finer-grained clustering leads to the subdivision
of each structural cluster in a number of content-based
clusters, each containing documents where designated
elements take values in a given value range; once again,
depending on the type of the chosen feature, ClassBuilder
will extract a cluster descriptor encoding the value range for
each content-based cluster. Our tool will express content-
based cluster descriptors in the form of XML Complex-

Types, later to be used as a basis for defining Semantic-
Web-style metadata. This is rather straightforward in the
case of numeric values (for example, the number of places
in a restaurant expressed by the tag <Places>), where the
standard XML Schema range type restriction can be used.
Extracting a concise descriptor for a content-based cluster

whose feature type can assume several values (e.g., the tag
<Cuisine>) or a zipcode type (the tag <Zipcode>) is far
less simple. In the first case, we can solve the problem using
an enum type restriction as descriptor in the second case,
the descriptor is obtained as an instance of Semantic-Web-
style metadata formats by querying a suitable remote agent
[52]. These techniques will be described in detail in
Section 5.2.

5 ONTOLOGY CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

We are now ready to organize extracted information in a
standard knowledge representation format. OntoExtractor is
an additional layer of our system, fully integrated with the
ClassBuilder tool. It takes as inputs the clusterheads
resulting from the overall clustering process and organizes
them into an ontology using a standard Semantic Web
format. This ontology is then used to complement and
develop an existing upper-level domain ontology. While
traditional ontology learning approaches focus on hyper-
onymic and association relations,11 our technique takes
advantage of structural information, including the ele-
ments’ cardinality. In particular, our approach is aimed at
detecting four ontological relations:

1. subclass-of,
2. value restriction,
3. cardinality restriction, and
4. associated-to.

These relations are typical of a number of knowledge
representation languages, and are usually denoted via
Description Logic (DL) formalism used for setting up the
Semantic Web knowledge representation standards. In DL,
the semantics of ontological relations is defined by means of
an extensional definition, i.e., evaluating instances member-
ship of classes. For instance, a class A is a subclass of a class
B if all the instances belonging to A also belong to B. In our
application, individual documents’ membership cannot be
used because no document can be classified under different
clusters (Section 3). For this reason, the notion of subsump-
tion used here is intentional: The way for checking relations
among classes is to compare clusterheads.12 Let us give an
informal description of our procedure before illustrating it
in detail. The basic idea we rely on for identifying candidate
classes is organizing clusterheads (such as, in our example,
Tourist Restaurant or Fine Restaurant) in a hierarchy. A
classic technique used to build the lattice of binary relations
over a pair of sets is Formal Concept Analysis (FCA). Starting
from the structure of our clusterheads in terms of attributes,
our OntoExtractor works in three steps:

1. First, it uses an extension of the classic FCA
algorithm to build the lattice of clusterheads inter-
sections; in turn, these intersections give rise to
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Fig. 6. The clusterheads: (a) fast food, (b) tourist restaurant, and (c) fine

restaurant.

11. This is due to the fact that available techniques for knowledge
acquisition are mainly based on semantic distances.

12. Of course, here we once again use our representation of clusterheads
in terms of fuzzy bags for performing comparisons and matching
operations. For the sake of conciseness, we shall loosely use the term
“clusterhead” rather than “fuzzy bag encoding of a clusterhead” whenever
no confusion may arise.
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ontology classes connected by subclass-of rela-
tions.

2. Second, class attributes are used in order to generate
part-of relations, whose data type is defined on
the basis of the content-based clustering results.

3. Third, value restriction relations are added to
the hierarchy, on the basis of the blocks composing
the content-based partition of each cluster.13

The final phase of our process is generating standard
metadata assertions linking resources and concepts. XML
documents belonging to the same cluster are associated to
the corresponding ontology class and to all its superclasses,
according to the subclass-of hierarchy. This association
is not a Boolean predicate; rather, it is a matter of degree
inasmuch as in computing a similarity matching among the
fuzzy bags representation of documents and concepts, we
obtain a measure of the level of fulfillment between a class
and a document. This value can be interpreted as a degree
of reliability of our document classification and is used for
setting an initial trust value for our Trust Layer (Section 6).

A Fuzzy Extension to FCA. FCA is a time-honored
mathematical theory designed for identifying conceptual
structures based on data sets [16]. FCA techniques are based
on the notion of a formal context K, defined as a triple
ðD;A;RÞ, where D represents the data items (called
documents in the FCA terminology), A the attributes, and
R is a binary relation R � D	A. A concept lattice can be
obtained evaluating two functions: f and g. Function f
maps a set of documents into the set of common attributes,
whereas g does the same for attribute sets. If X and Y are,
respectively, sets of documents and attributes, a formal
concept is a couple ðX;Y Þ, where X ¼ gðY Þ and Y ¼ fðXÞ. X
is called the extent and Y the intent of the concept. These
definitions allow us to build a lattice organizing, in a partial
order, all formal concepts belonging to a formal context.
Here, we extend FCA to handle our encoding of XML
documents as fuzzy bags. Our extended notion of formal
context is a triple Kex ¼ ðD;A;RexÞ, where D and A are sets
and Rex is a fuzzy bag on domain D	A, where each
relation ðd; aÞ 2 Rex is a fuzzy integer �dðaÞ. In classic FCA,
the codomain of the function f , i.e., the set of attributes
common to a given set of documents X, is equivalent to the
intersection of the documents in X and identifies a set of
common attributes Y . In our extended FCA, the function fex
returns the intersection among the fuzzy bags associated to
the documents in X. The fuzzy bag obtained by this
intersection must be included in all the fuzzy bags of X.
According to [53], (1) gives us the definition of intersection
among two fuzzy bags using fuzzy integers

�A\BðxÞ ¼ minð�AðxÞ;�BðxÞÞ: ð1Þ

Because min is an associative operator, we can apply it to
a set of attributes. In other words, function fex maps a set of
documents to the fuzzy bag generated by the intersection of
all the fuzzy bags of X. For each attribute a 2 Y , the fuzzy
integer of a is computed according to (2):

�fexðXÞðaÞ ¼ min
i2X

�iðaÞ: ð2Þ

Similarly, function gex maps a fuzzy number �gexðY Þ
generated by the intersection of the fuzzy bags composed of
a set of attributes Y to all the documents described by a
fuzzy bag including �gexðY Þ

�gexðY ÞðaÞ ¼ min
i2Y

�iðaÞ: ð3Þ

5.1 Constructing the Concept Hierarchy

We are now ready to generate our bottom-up ontology and
to use it to complement an existing one built in the usual
top-down fashion. As a reference, we will use the well-
known upper-level restaurant ontology developed by the
Imperial College (UK) [54]. Our examples refer to the
clusterheads in Fig. 6 that can be linked to the upper-level
ontology as subclass of the generic class Restaurant. Of
course, terminological differences can be among some
classes or properties of the upper-level ontology and the
tags in our XML files. For instance, in the restaurant
ontology, we have a class BabyLaundry where, in our
documents, we have a property Playground. These differ-
ences must be consolidated using well-known conceptual
distance methods [55]. To illustrate what happens when our
OntoExtractor is used after ClassBuilder with no human
intervention, here we use machine-attributed cluster names
like CH1 for Fast Food, CH2 for Tourist Restaurant, and
CH3 for Fine Restaurant and the fuzzy bag encoding
explained in Section 3.2, with the difference that, in this
case, we divide every tag’s initial membership degree
(equal to 1) by

ffiffiffiffi
L
p

, i.e., the square root of its nesting level.

CH1 ¼ f1=R; 0:7=Address; 0:7=Menu;

0:7=Owner; 0:7=Playground;

h0:58; 0:58; 0:58; 0:58; 0:58; 0:58i=Fast-food-Menug;
CH2 ¼ f1=R; 0:7=Address; 0:7=Menu; 0:58=Owner;

0:58=Playground; h0:58; 0:58i=Set-meal-Menu;

0:58=A-la-carte-Menu; 0:58=Pizza-Menug;
CH3 ¼ f1=R; 0:7=Address; 0:7=Menu; 0:7=Owner;

0:58=A-la-carte-Menu; 0:58=V egetarian-Menug:

Table 1 shows the context formed by our clusterheads.
For the sake of conciseness, fuzzy bags’ elements are
denoted only by the initial letters of the element name; also,
some attributes are omitted.

Applying fex and gex to our clusterheads, we obtain the
hierarchy shown in Fig. 7. This hierarchy identifies a concept
c1 as the subset of attributes common to all the clusterheads,
while c2 groups restaurants having playground facilities.
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TABLE 1
The Context of Our Clusterheads

13. Note that, taking advantage of our representation expressed in terms
of fuzzy bags, cardinality restriction relations are also generated if
clusterheads members of the same candidate class show relevant
differences in cardinality.
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Also, c3 includes restaurants allowing ordering “à la carte,”

while c4, c5, and c6 are formal concepts associated to a single

clusterhead. While this hierarchy could have been obtained

by standard FCA, our extension enriches it with additional

information about the relevance and cardinality of attributes

by means of fuzzy integers. This information will support

generating metadata assertions that associate hierarchy

concepts to XML documents according to a trust degree, as

explained in Section 5.4.

5.2 Generating the Ontology

In order to translate our hierarchy into OWL standard

knowledge representation format, we start by taking each

concept as a candidate class connected by a subclass-of

relation to all concepts included in it. Then, our translation

algorithm visits the hierarchy top-down, adding to each

class the properties it has not inherited from its super

classes. Properties’ data types are decided based on the

results of content-based clustering. Namely, whenever the

content of a tag allows it, our algorithm defines a value

range restriction on the corresponding property by declar-

ing an XML ComplexType and using it as a basis for a class

declaration in the OWL code.

In the case of our example, we obtain different range
classes for describing values of the <Places> tag in the
different documents of a cluster. Each time the algorithm
generates a Places, attribute it will set its type to the
appropriate range class. In Fig. 8, two code fragments are
shown: (a) an example of an interval type defined by means
of XML and (b) an OWL property defined using this data
type. In other cases, the data type can be defined using a
standard knowledge representation, such as the ISO 3166
geographical taxonomy [56].

When the content of a tag does not readily generate
range subdivisions, e.g., because of high heterogeneity of
data values, we simply set a data type property accepting
any type of character data. Fig. 8 shows some examples of
OWL classes and properties generated by our OntoExtrac-
tor. These class and property names used by our tool are
taken from the original restaurant ontology [54], making
integration and comparison straightforward.

5.3 Cardinality Restrictions

A major feature of our approach is taking advantage of
cardinality information in order to define cardinality
restrictions on the ontology. For instance, let us consider a
clusterhead with the form:

CH4 ¼ f1=R; h0:7; 0:7; 0:7; 0:7; 0:7i=Address; 0:7=Menu;

0:7=Owner; h0:7; 0:7; 0:7i=Playground;
h0:58; 0:58; 0:58; 0:58; 0:58; 0:58; 0:58;

0:58; 0:58; 0:58i=Fast-food-Menug:

This clusterhead has the same attributes as CH1 and the
FCA algorithm will group both in the same formal
concept. On the other hand, CH4 shows some differences
in the cardinality of the attributes Playground and Address.
For this reason, we generate a specific cardinality

restriction, expressing this difference quantitatively by
means of fuzzy integers. In ordinary arithmetics, two
numbers are equal if, by dividing one by the other, we get
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Fig. 7. Classes organized in a hierarchy.

Fig. 8. (a) A customized data type and (b) an OWL property defined using the same data type.
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a result equal to 1. The same principle can be applied to

fuzzy integers: By dividing a fuzzy integer by another [57],

we obtain a quotient that is again a fuzzy quantity. By the

extension principle, the result of a division among fuzzy

integers is a rational fuzzy number. This fuzzy quantity

can be represented by a scalar number applying a �-count

function [58]. Comparing this scalar result to 1, we obtain

a measure of the difference between two fuzzy integers as

the complement of the division result obtained in the

division. Formally, we have:

1� �-count
�i

�fexðXÞ

� �
; ð4Þ

where i is a document belonging to a given formal concept:

i 2 fexðXÞ. In our example, the formal concept c4 has an

extent composed by the documents CH1 and CH4. Dividing

the intent of c4 by the intent of CH4, we obtain the following

result:

1� �-count
�c4

�CH4

� �
¼ 1� �-count

f1=1; 0:7=5; 0:58=11g
f1=1; 0:7=11; 0:58=21g

� �
¼ 1� �-count f1=1; 0:7=0:4; 0:58=0:52gð Þ
¼ 1� 0:64 ¼ 0:36:

In other words, CH4 cardinality difference has a degree

of 0:36 with respect to c4. Based on this value, OntoExtractor

suggests the generation of a cardinality restriction.

Fig. 9 shows a cardinality restriction produced by our

system.

5.4 Generating Metadata Assertions

After the ontology has been extracted, we generate other

assertions that are essentially links between XML docu-

ments classified in a clusterhead and the corresponding

ontology class. For instance, a document D belonging to the

CH2 will be associated to the class c5 and, therefore, to c2, c3,

and c1. Note that the fulfillment degree of these associations

is not uniform. In general, membership values of fuzzy bags

associated to classes at the top of the hierarchy are lower

than in the ones at the bottom. This is due to the fact that the

intersection among fuzzy bags is computed by means of the

min operator. For instance, documents D1 and D2, belong-

ing to CH2, are encoded by the following fuzzy bags:

D1 ¼ f1=R; 0:7=Address; 0:7=Menu; 0:58=Owner;

0:58=Playground; 0:58=Set-meal-Menu;

0:58=A-la-carte-Menug;
D2 ¼ f1=R; 0:7=Address; 0:7=Menu; 0:58=Owner;

0:58=Playground; h0:58; 0:58i=Set-meal-Menu;

0:58=Pizza-Menug:

Using the similarity described in Section 3.3, we can

evaluate how much the encoding of each document

matches the encoding of each class, as follows:

�-count

�
SðD1; CH2Þ ¼

D1 \ CH2

D1 [ CH2

¼ f1=1; 0:7=3; 0:58=7g
f1=1; 0:7=3; 0:58=9g ¼ f1=1; 0:7=1; 0:58=0:7g

�
¼ 0:82;

�-count

�
SðD2; CH2Þ ¼

D2 \ CH2

D2 [ CH2

¼ f1=1; 0:7=3; 0:58=8g
f1=1; 0:7=3; 0:58=9g ¼ f1=1; 0:7=1; 0:58=0:8g

�
¼ 0:88:

These values are computed for all the classes connected

to D1 and D2, as shown in Table 2.
Each rdf:Description element in Fig. 10 refers to a

resource by means of the rdf:about property, as well as

to a class present in the domain ontology.

6 INCORPORATING TRUST-BASED FEEDBACK

For validating automatically generated assertions, we do

not rely on human inspection as it would require an effort

comparable to manually writing metadata from scratch.

Rather, we leave it to community members to express their

views on the trustworthiness of each assertion. While

interacting with documents, users can provide important

feedback on metadata trustworthiness. This information is

captured and transformed in a new metadata layer

composed of trust assertions expressing the level of trust of

the assertions of the first layer.14 This second layer can be

computed by a central server or by distributed clients; in

both cases, the trust degree specified by each trust assertion

must be aggregated and the result provided to all interested

clients. On the basis of this aggregated trust degree, clients

can compute their custom views on the original metadata

base using a movable threshold to discard untrusted

assertions.
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Fig. 9. An example of cardinality restriction.

TABLE 2
Class/Document Matching

14. Although we shall not deal with digital signatures in this paper, it is
important to remark that meta-assertions could be enriched with a digital
signature, providing a way of indicating clearly and unambiguously their
author.
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The architecture of our Trust Layer (Fig. 11) is composed

of a centralized Publication Center that collects and displays

metadata assertions manually added by the ontology

engineer or produced by the OntoExtractor.15 Clients

interact with assertions by navigating them and providing

implicitly (with their behavior) or explicitly (by means of an

explicit vote) an evaluation about their trustworthiness.

Trust-related information is passed by the Publication

Center on to the Trust Manager in the form of new assertions

of a special type. Trust assertions are built using the well-

known technique of reification.16 Then, trust values are

made available to all interested parties and clients can use

them to custom compute views on the original metadata

(e.g., filtering out all metadata whose trust value lies below

a threshold). Our trust ratings are computed either by

collecting and aggregating the users’ explicit votes or by

nonintrusively inferring users preferences from their

behavior (e.g., by monitoring the time spent by each user

working on a document). Here, we focus on the former

technique, where users can cast a vote on each assertion’s

trustworthiness. We assume that only a small subset of the

users will vote, depending on their role or their expertise.

For aggregating these votes, it is necessary to take into

account the level of anonymity provided by the system. If

all users are anonymous, all votes contribute in the same

way to the overall trust value on metadata assertions about

a resource. When users have an identity, ratings have to be

aggregated at the level of the individual user first, and then

globally.

6.1 The Reputation Computation Problem

In the last few years, several techniques for computing

reputation and trust measures in nonanonymous environ-

ments have been proposed [34]:

. Summation or average of ratings, computing the sum of
positive and negative ratings separately. The total
score is obtained by subtracting negative votes from
positive ones.

. Bayesian Systems, taking binary ratings as input and
computing reputation scores by statistically updat-
ing beta probability density functions. They are parti-
culary used in recommender systems[59].

. Discrete Trust Models, relying on human verbal
statements to rate assertions (e.g., Very Trustworthy,
Trustworthy, Untrustworthy, Very Untrustworthy).

. Belief Models. Belief theory is a framework related to
probability theory, but where the sum of beliefs over
all possible outcomes does not necessarily add up to
1. The missing part is interpreted as uncertainty.

. Fuzzy Models, where linguistic variables are used to
represent trust; in this case, membership functions
describe to what degree an assertion can be
described as trustworthy or not trustworthy.

. Flow Models, computing trust by transitive iteration
through looped or arbitrarily long chains.

Our approach computes the level of trust of an assertion, that

we indicate with pM , as the aggregation of multiple fuzzy

values pMi
representing human interactions with metadata

assertions. Namely, we set pM ¼ AðpMi
Þ, where A is an

aggregation operator [60]. The initial value of each pMi
is

assigned automatically or semiautomatically during the

process of metadata creation.17 Once assertions have been

generated, users may cast 1) explicit or 2) implicit votes on

them, as follows:

1Þ p̂Mi
¼ ðpMi

Þ� and 2Þ �pMi
¼ ðpMi

Þ
1
� ;

where 0:1 � � < 1 (a smaller value of � produces a higher

difference between explicit and implicit votes and vice

versa). Obviously, the value of explicit and implicit votes

can also be statically defined a priori.
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Fig. 10. The metadata format.

Fig. 11. The Trust Layer architecture.

15. Of course, our Center will assign different trust values to assertions
depending on their origin: Assertions written by a domain expert are much
more reliable than the automatically generated ones submitted by
OntoExtractor.

16. This choice allows our Trust Layer to interact with other sources of
metadata than OntoExtractor because the Trust Metadata syntax is not
dependent on the format of the original assertions.

17. When OntoExtractor is used to generate assertions semiautomati-
cally, it is reasonable to assign a higher trustworthiness than when
assertions are generated without human intervention.
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6.2 Aggregating Trust Values

The choice of the operator used to aggregate votes is, of
course, a crucial and difficult one.18 Our solution, based on
a compensatory notion of aggregation, is an alternative to
probabilistic approaches (e.g., Bayesian Systems or Belief
Methods).19 Several aggregation functions are available; for
instance, plain Weighted Mean [63] aggregates votes from
different sources, taking into account the reliability of each
source. The Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) operator
[50], [64], [65] weights votes in relation to their value,
without taking into account which users have cast them. In
nonanonymous environments, however, different cate-
gories of users can cast their votes on an assertion;
therefore, it is important to weight each vote according to
the reliability of the user who cast it (e.g., based on her role).
Furthermore, votes can be aggregated depending on a
number of other criteria (e.g., user location, connection
medium, etc.). For this reason, we adopt a Weighted OWA
(WOWA) [66] aggregation function combining the advan-
tages of the OWA and WM operators. WOWA uses two sets
of weights: p corresponding to the relevance of the sources
and w to the relevance of the values.

Definition 1. Let p and w be weight vectors of dimension n
(p ¼ ½p1p2 . . . pn�, w ¼ ½w1w2 . . .wn�) such that 1) pi 2 ½0; 1�
and

P
i pi ¼ 1 and 2) wi 2 ½0; 1� and

P
i wi ¼ 1. In this case a

mapping fWOWA : IRn ! IR is a Weighted Ordered
Weighted Averaging (WOWA) operator of dimension n if

fWOWAða1; a2; . . . ; anÞ ¼
X
i

!ia�ðiÞ;

where f�ð1Þ; �ð2Þ; . . . ; �ðnÞg is a permutation of f1; 2; . . . ; ng
such that a�ði�1Þ � a�ðiÞ for all i ¼ 2; . . . ; n. With a�ðiÞ, we
indicate the ith largest element in the collection fa1; a2; . . . ; ang
and the weight !i is defined as

!i ¼ w

X
j�i

p�ðjÞ

 !
� w


X
j<i

p�ðjÞ

 !
ð5Þ

with w
 a monotonic function (e.g., a polynomial) that
interpolates the points ði=n;

P
j�i wjÞ together with the point

ð0; 0Þ.20 ! is used to represent the set of weights f!ig:
! ¼ f!1; !2; . . . ; !ng.

Example 2. For the sake of simplicity, we initially assume the
array w to be composed of values in the form wi ¼ k

n .21

Intuition suggests that the impact of an explicit vote on an
assertion must be much higher than the impact of an
implicit vote. The difference between explicit and implicit
votes was already taken into account when defining
them, but the WOWA operator and a proper w vector can

further increase it when needed. Much in the same way,
weights in vector p can give higher importance to an
explicit vote coming from a reputable source with respect
to one whose source is unknown.

Let us suppose a ¼ ½p̂Mk
p̂Mu

�pMk
�pMu
� ¼ ½:9:9:5:5�,

where k represents a known and reputable voter and u

an unknown one. In order to privilege explicit votes with

respect to implicit ones, the vector w is expressed as

w ¼ ½:4:4:1:1� ¼ 2
5 ;

2
5 ;

1
10 ;

1
10

� �
. The function w
 interpolating

the points 1
4 ;

2
5

� �
; 2

4 ;
4
5

� �
; 3

4 ;
9
10

� �
; ð1; 1Þ

� �
with the point ð0; 0Þ

is w
ðxÞ ¼ 32
5 x

4 � 64
5 x

3 þ 34
5 x

2 þ 3
5x.

Now, in order to assign an higher impact to reputable
voters, we assume p ¼ ½:4:1:4:1� ¼ 2

5 ;
1
10 ;

2
5 ;

1
10

� �
, obtaining

!1 ¼ w

2

5

� �
¼ 2; 102

3; 125
;

!2 ¼ w

1

2

� �
� w
 2

5

� �
¼ 398

3; 125
;

!3 ¼ w

9

10

� �
� w
 1

2

� �
¼ 362

3; 125
;

!4 ¼ w
 1ð Þ � w
 9

10

� �
¼ 263

3; 125
:

The final trust value is pM ¼ Að:9; :9; :5; :5Þ, where, in this

case, A ¼ fWOWA. Therefore, we get:

pM ¼ fWOWAð:9; :9; :5; :5Þ ¼
X4

i¼1

!iai ¼ 0:82:

6.3 Trust-Based Evaluation: A Worked-Out Example

In this section, we show the result of a simulation executed
with our Trust Layer tool, based on metadata produced by
the OntoExtractor and described in Section 5.4. Our sample
population is composed of three user categories, 1) Senior
Specialist, 2) Junior Specialist, and 3) Employee, interacts with
metadata produced semiautomatically and each group of
users modifies over the time metadata visibility voting on
them according to its expertise level. According to Example 2
in Section 6.2, here we assign a high expertise value to the
first group of users and a low expertise level to the last one.
Expertise level is encoded as the relevance of the sources
vector p, according to Definition 1.

The vector a containing users (explicit/implicit) votes is
generated at every iteration, based on the users’ skills,
regarded as an estimator of the probability that they will
vote correctly on an assertion. The values of the votes are
linked to the initial trust value given to the metadata,
according to the method described at the end of Section 6.1.
In this example, we will take into consideration the initial
trust values connected to metadata describing document D2

showing how much (the encoding of) D2 matches (the
encodings of) classes c2 and c3, namely, 0.77 and 0.71, as
shown in Table 2 in Section 5.4.

Finally, vector w (the relevance of the values vector)
contains values generated directly from a, depending on the
attitude (“diffident” or “confident”) adopted by the user
aggregating the votes. We show the results of two different
simulations, differing in the population composition only:
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18. Experience has shown that, when votes are cast on data (see [61])
rather than on assertions, data semantics may not be sufficiently clear to
suggest the correct aggregation operator to use.

19. Here, we describe our aggregation technique without evaluating it; in
[35], we showed that the global convergence speed of our technique is faster
than the EigenTrust algorithm described in [62].

20. It is adequate for any method that defines a bounded monotone
function from monotone data and bounded in the unit interval.

21. In [67], a first case is illustrated, called diffident approach, where
k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, and a second one, the confident approach, where
k ¼ n; n� 1; . . . ; 1. Considering the fact that the WOWA operator is applied
to a permutation of data values ai (where a�ði�1Þ � a�ðiÞ; 8i ¼ 2; . . . ; nÞ, it is
easy to understand why the first approach is called “diffident:” It lessens
the impact of high trust values. On the contrary, with the “confident”
approach, we increase the impact of higher values.
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1Þ Senior ¼ 20% Junior ¼ 30% Employee ¼ 50%;

2Þ Senior ¼ 60% Junior ¼ 20% Employee ¼ 20%:

POPULATION: 100 users NUMBER OF ITERATIONS: 500

ASSERTIONS: A1—Trust Initial Value = 0.77
A2—Trust Initial Value = 0.71

p VECTOR: pi ¼ 0:9 for Senior

pi ¼ 0:5 for Junior

pi ¼ 0:3 for Employee

w VECTOR: wi ¼ 0:8 if ai > 0:5

wi ¼ 0:2 if ai � 0:5 0:1 � ai < 1

a VECTORA1: aiðexplicitÞ ¼ 0:77�

aiðimplicitÞ ¼ 0:77
1
�

� ¼ 0:4

a VECTORA2: aiðexplicitÞ ¼ 0:71�

aiðimplicitÞ ¼ 0:71
1
�

� ¼ 0:5

SKILLS: 0.9 for Senior

0.5 for Junior

0.3 for Employee

This simple simulation shows the efficiency of our
method in rapidly aggregating trust values connected to
metadata and its sensitivity in parameter changing. Fig. 12
and Fig. 13 show, over 500 iterations, the result of the WOWA
aggregation for each iteration (left-hand side) and the global
level of trust for each assertion (right-hand side). Comparing
Fig. 12 with Fig. 13, we see that the level of trustworthiness of
the two different assertions visibly increases or decreases
depending on the population composition. Note that, for the
sake of conciseness, here we kept the composition of the
voters at any given time consistent with the one of the
community. This simplifying assumption allowed using a
system without memory, i.e., taking into account only votes
cast at the time of aggregation. It is possible to avoid this
assumption by choosing, at every iteration, explicit and
implicit votes depending on the last obtained local trust
value for a resource, for example, as aiðexplicitÞðtþ 1Þ ¼
local trustðtÞð Þ� and aiðimplicitÞðtþ 1Þ ¼ local trustðtÞð Þ

1
�.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Although a huge literature on knowledge extraction is
available, developing and maintaining ontology-based
metadata is still more an art than a science. Rapid evolution
of available information is difficult to control and often
potentially useful, emerging concepts remain unnoticed.
This paper addressed this problem by a bottom-up,
semiautomatic fuzzy technique for generating ontologies
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Fig. 12. The result of Simulation 1: The left graph shows the result of the WOWA aggregation for each iteration and the right one shows the global

level of trust for each assertion.

Fig. 13. Increasing the number of Senior Specialists rapidly increases the difference between the level of trust between assertions.
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from semistructured data flows. We consider trust-based
validation of extracted metadata based on user community’s
feedback as the only viable alternative to both semiauto-
matic and fully automatic merging of ontology updates, the
former being, in our opinion, still too cumbersome for
practical applications, and the latter being too error prone for
large-scale adoption. Of course, our community-based
validation will require careful tuning and research on
suitable voting algorithms [68]. Future developments of
our work include a complete framework for community-
based representation and update of trust-related assertions
expressing a community’s view over an automatically
constructed ontology.
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